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It Should Only Happen!

Rabbi Moshe Adler

Injustice
anywhere
is a threat
to justice
everywhere.
Rev. Martin Luther
King, Jr.,
"Letter from
Birmingham Jail,"
16 April 1963

Comedian Lenny Bruce used to do a routine
in which he “confessed” to the death of
the Christian messiah in an effort to end
the age-old charge: “That’s right – I did it,
me and my family! The other day I found
a note in the basement that read, ‘We did
it. Signed, Morty.’ Why did we do it? You
know how it is – one of those parties that get
out of hand. Actually, we did it because he
didn’t want to be a doctor.”
Why not try this kind of social satire
when dealing with today’s rising tide of
antisemitism? It wouldn’t help. Satire
works only when there are enough people
left with a sense of comic irony and a
commitment to the ethical or moral
standard by which the satirist is judging.
We’ve already learned that, when it comes
to the world’s longest hatred, you can’t just
laugh it off the stage.
Antisemitism is like a stain that has soaked
so thoroughly into the fabric that, though
it can be laundered, it can’t be completely
removed. When Hitler awakened it in
Germany, it swallowed up six million Jews.
Today, Hamas and its associates carry out
a 24/7 campaign of lies and antisemitic
stereotypes to vilify not only Israel but the
Jewish people everywhere. In this country,
the Presbyterian Church USA leads the
vicious BDS (boycott, divest, sanction)
drive against Israel. Though many devout

Presbyterian Christians have, to their credit,
disassociated themselves from PCUSA, its
BDS movement attracts increasing numbers
of followers.
A modern media “midrash”:
A biker was riding by the Prospect Park
zoo, when he saw a little girl leaning into
the lion’s cage. Suddenly, the lion grabbed
her by the cuff of her jacket and tried to
pull her inside to slaughter her, under the
eyes of her screaming parents.
The biker jumped off his bike, ran to
the cage and hit the lion square on the
nose with a powerful punch. Whimpering
from the pain, the lion jumped back and
let go of the girl. The biker snatched her
away and took her to her terrified parents,
who thanked him endlessly.
A reporter saw the whole scene, and
said to the biker, “Sir, that was the
bravest, most gallant thing I ever saw a
man do.”
“It was nothing, really,” said the biker.
“I just saw this little kid in danger, and
did what I felt was right.”
“I noticed a patch on your jacket,” said
the journalist.
“Yeah, I ride with an Israeli motorcycle
club,” the biker replied.
“Well, I’ll make sure this won’t go
unnoticed. I’m with the New York Times,
and tomorrow’s paper will have this on
the front page.“
(continued on page 3)
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President’s Perspectives, January 2015

Gratitude: The New Superfood
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We begin every BE–THS board meeting by
reflecting on the many things for which we
are grateful. These reflections often include
the efforts of our fellow board members
and committee members. It is never difficult for any board member to think of
several instances where a member has done
something remarkable for our congregation within the past few weeks. I don’t
know exactly when this tradition started,
but I know that Jack Valancy, our former
BE–THS president, initiated appreciative inquiry as a standing agenda item for
BE–THS board meetings. We now call it
goodness-and-gratitude but it is essentially
the same. It turns out that there is evidence
that the activity of thinking about all that
we have to be grateful for may be good for
our health. Data show that reflecting on the
positive is beneficial to our psychological,
social, and physical health (Emmons and McCullough, 2004).
This means that at for at least the first five
to ten minutes of every board meeting,
each member theoretically experiences an
enhanced sense of well-being provoked
by simply accentuating the positive. The
meetings begin with happiness, optimism,
satisfaction, and feelings of progress. Studies show that optimistic individuals report
faster recovery and better quality of life after significant cardiac interventions (Agarwal
et al., 1995) and that gratitude is directly correlated with improved survival rates in some
forms of cancer (deMoor et al., 2006). Active
and regular exercises of gratitude facilitate progress towards achieving important
personal goals (Emmons and McCullough 2003),

may help to ward off stress and depression
(Fontaine and Jones, 1997) and may help build
as well as strengthen friendships (Wood et al.,
2009; Lyubomirsky et al., 2005). Some theorize
that gratitude may even be incompatible
with negative emotional states (Emmons
and McCullogh, 2004). Practicing gratitude is
associated with more energy, enthusiam,
and determination, perhaps because grateful people take better care of themselves
and engage in regular exercise, a healthy
diet, and regularly make time for spiritual
reflection (Koenig et al., 2014).
So by now you may be thinking to yourself,
“How can I get in on all of this?”
To reap the full benefits, it actually takes
more than listening to the podcast of our
monthly board meetings (no, we do not
really think that our board meetings are
that interesting). The only requirement is
that the feelings of gratitude are meaningful to you and that you make the time for
reflection. But here is one suggestion: Join
us for Shabbat services and you’ll experience many of the things that I am ever so
grateful for:
• Our ritual committee makes it possible
for us to participate in Shabbat services
each week.
• Members and others sponsor kiddushes
adding a little extra warmth to an atmosphere where members and friends can
interact on a personal level. Our Finance
Committee manages our budget down to
the price of each salad topping.
• Our congregation is composed of some
of the most interesting (continued on page 3)
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(Gratitude: The New Superfood, continued from
page 2) and passionate people there are in

the world.
• Our roof is not leaking, and our members pledged the funds needed to keep it
that way for some time.

The Thanksgiving holiday has passed, but
as 2015 begins I wish you health and happiness and unending sources of gratitude.
I hope you make the time to reflect on all
that our BE–THS community has to offer.

q

(It Should Only Happen, continued from page 1)

Next morning’s Times carried the
headline: “ISRAELI GANG MEMBER
ASSAULTS AFRICAN IMMIGRANT
AND STEALS HIS LUNCH.”
(It should be noted, in fairness, that
the perspective of the little girl and her
parents was included as a subordinate
clause in the second-to-last paragraph of
the story.)

The media tend to report news selectively,
slanting it to make Israel appear always
in the wrong. Using the recent Gaza war
to make the case that Israel is a wholesale
killer of women and children, the media
ignored the nearly two years of Hamas
rocket attacks deliberately aimed at civilian
targets, that provoked that war. Palestinian
Media Watch, which regularly catches the
PA and Hamas with their pants down,
doesn’t exist for the media. Surely the
United Nations should do something to
correct this situation. The United Nations?
Fuggedaboutit!
We are not speaking of whether one or
another Israeli government is right or
wrong about one or another issue. Israel
is, after all, a democracy, and democracies
make mistakes; it’s in the nature of the
system. The trick is to try to minimize such
mistakes or to rectify them once they have
been made. Terrorist regimes like Hamas
aren’t objecting to Israel’s policies; they’re
objecting to Israel’s existence.

The real Midrash (Eichah Rabbah, siman resh)
tells the following story:
A Jew passed before [Roman emperor]
Hadrian and greeted him. Hadrian said
to him, “Who are you?” He replied, “A
Jew.” Hadrian said, “And does a Jew
pass before Hadrian and greet him?”
He ordered, “Go and cut off his head.”
Another passed by, having seen what
had been done to the one before, and
did not greet Hadrian. “Who are you?”
asked Hadrian. “A Jew,” the other
replied. Hadrian said, “And does a Jew
pass before Hadrian and not greet him?”
He ordered, “Go and cut off his head.”
His senators said to him, “We do not
know why you did what you did. One
who greets you is killed, and one who
does not greet you is killed!?” Hadrian
said to them, “And do you counsel me
on how I should kill my enemies?” The
Holy Spirit shouted, “You have seen,
O LORD, the wrong done me; oh,
vindicate my right! You have seen all
their malice, all their designs against
me!” (Lamentations 3:59-60).
Just as African Americans should not be
stopped for “driving while black,” Israelis
should not be stopped for “running a state
while Jewish.”
May God heed our cry, and may the
world recover its sanity so that we can all
live in peace.
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When we let
freedom ring,
when we let it
ring from every
tenement and
every hamlet,
from every state
and every city,
we will be able to
speed up that day
when all of God’s
children,
black men and
white men,
Jews and Gentiles,
Protestants and
Catholics,
will be able to
join hands and
sing in the
words of the old
spiritual,
“Free at last,
free at last.
Thank God
Almighty,
we are free at
last.”
Rev. Martin Luther
King, Jr.,
“I Have a Dream”
speech,
August 28, 1963

Learners’ Torah Discussions
Open to All
Join us to study and discuss selections from the weekly Torah portion. We consider
commentaries, raise questions, and share tips for using the Chumash. Each week’s lesson
is self-contained so come as your schedule permits. The sessions are accessible for nonHebrew speakers or readers and open to people at all levels of experience.

Simcha
Celebration
Celebrate your

simchas with us

at Kiddush on the

last Shabbat of each
month.

Become a Simcha
Kiddush honoree:
Donate $36 per

simcha celebrant to
the

Kiddush Fund.
Remember to state
• honoree’s name,
• month of event
and

• what you are
celebrating.

Your contribution
supports our
synagogue.

We meet in the room across from the Babysitting Room, after the Torah is taken out
and the portion is introduced (about 10:20am to 10:30am), and rejoin the service in
time for the d’var Torah. Questions? Contact Mia Buchwald Gelles: 216-321-6717 or
miabgelles@gmail.com.
Upcoming Learners’ Torah Discussion Dates (every other week this winter):
January 10 – Parashat Shemot
January 24 – Parashat Bo

q

Yahrzeits, January 2015
Tevet ~ TBU
Bella Sobel			10 Tevet
Sidney Russack			
10 Tevet 5755
Max Adler			10 Tevet
David Bernstein		
11 Tevet
Isadore Litt			
11 Tevet 5722
Bertha Weinberg		
12 Tevet 5692
Max Levinsky			
13 Tevet 5719
Milton Gutentag		
13 Tevet 5738
Minnie Jacobs Weinberger
13 Tevet 5725
Margaret Jacobs		
15 Tevet 5721
Marion Siskind			
15 Tevet 5762
Eliezer Lindenbaum		
16 Tevet 5697
Henry Rocker			
16 Tevet 5727
Frederick Sadock		
16 Tevet
Frieda Amsel			
18 Tevet 5773
Morton Glaser			
18 Tevet 5750
Annie Moll			
18 Tevet 5761
Louis Shifrin			
18 Tevet 5727
Tamar Tepper			
18 Tevet
Sandy Cantleberry		
19 Tevet 5765
Fannie Eisenberg		
19 Tevet 5733
Jack Gordon			19 Tevet
Steve Cernigoj			
20 Tevet
Jacques R. Simons		
20 Tevet 5739
Samuel Soffer			21 Tevet
Charlotte Hope Saltzman
22 Tevet 5765
Fannie Fromson		
23 Tevet 5717
Lillian Ratner			23 Tevet
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Linda Robinson
23 Tevet 5767
Celia Sobel		
23 Tevet
Joe Silver		
25 Tevet 5733
Sylvia Tucker		
25 Tevet
Charles Robert Bruml 26 Tevet 5755
Rosalyn Louise Berkman
			26 Tevet
Morris Givertz		
27 Tevet
Alfred Adler		
28 Tevet 5751
Joseph Savino		
28 Tevet
Henry Gelfand		
29 Tevet
Louis Jacobs		
29 Tevet 5730
Sh’vat ~ UBw
Mary Lucita Ball
1 Sh’vat 5772
Heinz Gelles		
2 Sh’vat 5773
Harriet Feldman
2 Sh’vat
Victor Reiss		
3 Sh’vat
Theresa Siegler
3 Sh’vat
David Carr		
3 Sh’vat
Mordechai Lugasy
4 Sh’vat
Rudolph Landesman 6 Sh’vat
Ziskind Alex Simon
6 Sh’vat
Isaac Bruder		
7 Sh’vat
Eugene Goodman
7 Sh’vat
Ethel Newman		
7 Sh’vat
Leon Stern		
9 Sh’vat
Max Fromson		
10 Sh’vat
Blumi Zavelowitz
10 Sh’vat
Louis Sobelman
11 Sh’vat
Dorothy Neuger
11 Sh’vat

Calendar, January 2015
5775 UBw / TBU

Sunday, January 4, 7:00-8:45 pm – The Short Stories by Jewish Authors Reading and
Discussion Group will discuss The Street, by Canadian author Mordecai Richler.
(Details in green sidebar at right).
Friday, January 9, 6:30 PM – Kabbalat Shabbat service followed by dinner about
7:30 pm. Cost: $10/person; prepaid reservations required by January 5. Service will
include learning, teacher to be announced. (See flyer for details)
Saturday, January 10,
About 10:20 am – Learners’ Torah Discussion Group, Parashat Shemot
(see page 4 for details)
After Kiddush – The Mishnah Study Group will meet in the Community Room to
discuss chapter 4 of Mishna Hallah.
Saturday, December 17, after Kiddush – Rabbi’s class – Torah as a Living Organic
System: Halachah, Aggadah, and How They Work. Session 4: The Halachic Imagination: Eternal Torah, Changing Times. (See below for further details)
Saturday, January 24,
About 10:20 am – Learners’ Torah Discussion Group, Parashat Bo
(see page 4 for details)
After Services – Lunch and Learn with Khalilah Worley of Greater Cleveland Congregations.
Friday, February 13, 6:30 PM – Kabbalat Shabbat service followed by dinner about
7:30 pm. Cost: $10/person. Service will include learning, teacher to be announced.
(See flyer for details)

q

Learn with the Rabbi

Torah as a Living Organic System:
Halachah, Aggadah, and How They Work

The Short Stories
by
Jewish Authors
Reading and
Discussion Group
will next meet on
Sunday,
January 4,
7:00-8:45 p.m.
Discussion will
focus on
Mordecai Richler’s
book, The Street.

Rabbi Moshe Adler is teaching a six-class series on “Torah as a Living Organic System:
Halachah, Aggadah, and How They Work.” The fourth session will be held on January 17,
The Halachic Imagination: Eternal Torah, Changing Times. How do the Talmudic
Sages and post-Talmudic authorities periodically reinterpret Torah law to keep it in conformity with the Torah’s own stated ideals? We look at examples of Talmudic constitutional interpretation and post-Talmudic landmark rulings.

For information,

The remaining classes are scheduled on February 21, The Torah-Informed Conscience:
Halachah and Social Justice, and March 21, Making a Fragmented Torah Whole:
Where Are We Now? The classes are open to all and are offered free of charge. They meet
after Kiddush in the Sanctuary. See the flyer attached to the October newsletter (downloadable from www.bethelheights.org) for further details of the remaining classes.

or sondrajacobs
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please contact
Sondra Jacobs,
216-397-1481
@sbcglobal.net.

Join us for

Kabbalat Shabbat

Services and dinner: January 9, February 13, March 13

News from Beth El

TW$DX

Yasher Koah to:
! XWK R$YY
Ø Menachem Shoham, who received a
grant from the Falk Medical Research Trust
to develop new treatment options against
superbugs.

Thanks for your Contributions to: ! HDWT
Ø Rabbi Moshe Adler, in memory of Nili
Adler’s mother, Nehama Schultz-Shalit Z”L.
Ø Sherry Ball and Marty Gelfand, in
memory of Marty’s father, Sanford Gelfand
Z”L and in honor of the 101st anniversary
of his birth.
Ø Stephanie Berger and Alan Mintz
Ø Michael and Shelley Bloomfield, to the
Kiddush fund.
Ø Michael and Shelley Bloomfield, in
memory of Nili Adler Z”L.
Ø Joe and Mia Buchwald Gelles, in memory
of Sharona Hoffman’s father, Morton
Hoffman Z”L.
Ø Leah Cooper, in gratitude to those who
came to the shiva minyanim at her home.
Ø Stacia Dearmin and Jay Pressman
Ø Robin Dubin and Richard Krueck
Ø Adele Eisner, in honor of Alexander Scott
Kasmann’s first birthday.
Ø Joel Falck and Julie Rabin
Ø Ron Fersky
Ø Adi and Judith Gerblich
Ø Ilene Gertman
Ø Sharona Hoffman and Andy Podgurski
Ø Adam Probst
Ø Adam Probst, toward the Roof Replacement Fund.
Ø Shlomoh Sherman
Ø Eran Shiloh
Ø Arnold Stone
Ø Leonard Tracht
Ø Blanche and Jack Valancy, in memory
of Sharona Hoffman’s father, Morton
Hoffman Z”L.
Ø Beth and Scott Wachter
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Thanks for Kiddush sponsorship to: ! HDWT
November 15 Lunch and Learn –
Ø Joel Genuth
Ø Stephen Pepper and Linda Tobin
November 29 –
Ø Howard Goldberg, in honor of the
anniversary of his Bar Mitzvah.
January 10 –
Ø Leonard Tracht, in memory of his
parents, Joseph and Dora Tracht Z”L.
Thanks for Simcha Kiddush sponsorship
to:
! HDWT
Ø Sherry Ball and Marty Gelfand, in honor
of Eden Gelfand’s December birthday.
Ø Marty Gelfand, in honor of his December
birthday.
Ø Noam Gelles, in honor of his November
birthday.
Thanks for the November 24 “deep
cleaning” help to:
! HDWT
Ø Marvin Palevsky
Ø Bill Bruml
Ø Honey Massey
Ø Adam Probst
Ø Eran Shiloh
Ø Nina Sobel
Ø Bud Stern
Thanks to our December newsletter
mailing helpers:
! HDWT
Ø Carol Bruml
Ø Sondra Jacobs
Ø Erica New
Ø Teri Tomberg
Ø Beth Wachter
Ø Scott Wachter

Lunch and Learn, January 24

Who Is Greater Cleveland Congregations?
Khalilah Worley, an organizer with Greater Cleveland Congregations (GCC), will be our Lunch and Learn presenter
on January 24; she will introduce us to “Who is Greater Cleveland Congregations?”
Greater Cleveland Congregations (GCC) is a non-partisan coalition of faith communities and partner organizations
in Cuyahoga County working together to build power for social justice. GCC unites people across lines of race,
class, religion, and geography to promote public, private and civic sector actions which strengthen and improve the
quality of life of our neighborhoods. GCC challenges Clevelanders to imagine the change we can accomplish, to
connect individuals and organizations to multiply our power, and to mobilize its members by the thousands to make
our voices heard. GCC is a part of the Industrial Areas Foundation (IAF), the nation’s first and largest network of
multi-faith coalitions. Since 1940, IAF has won many victories; it has over sixty affiliates in North America, Europe
and Australia. http://greaterclevelandcongregations.org/ The GCC flyer, attached to this newsletter, gives much
greater detail regarding GCC’s activities and goals.
As an organizer with Greater Cleveland Congregations Ms. Worley works with over 40 congregations, organizations,
and schools to address social justice issues impacting Cuyahoga County.
In her talk, Ms. Worley will address a variety of informative topics, including:
Ø The importance and relevance of organizing in the 21st Century
Ø Victories nationally and locally
Ø GCC’s work on the key issues of Education, Healthcare, Criminal Justice and Gun Violence
Ø Trainings and universal teachings for effective organizing and longevity
Ø What’s next for 2015
This Lunch and Learn program is free and open to all. However, non-members are requested to contact Joel Genuth
to make lunch reservations: jgenuth@hotmail.com or 617-943-2076.

q

Short Stories by Jewish Authors Reading and Discussion Group

The Street Is Up Next
The second set of Grace Paley’s stories in The Little Disturbances of Man was far more challenging both to read and
to analyze---thus each of us had his/her own interpretation to offer to the mix. It is endlessly interesting (at least to
me) to hear how others view our stories. We agreed that this set was not what we would call satisfying, yet it provided a full evening’s discussion that was very enjoyable.
Our next meeting will be on Sunday, January 4, 7:00 pm. We will be discussing Mordecai Richler’s book, The Street
(1969). Richler is a Canadian (Montreal) author who is probably best known in the U.S. via the film The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz, which was taken from his 1959 novel. Here is the Wikipedia link if you want to know
more detail about Richler: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mordecai_Richler. He was born in 1931 and is still living.
[The Street, is quite slender and we agreed to go with the entire thing – somewhat over 100 pages – maybe 112.
I will be making a few copies for those of you who prefer. Please let me know if you want one.]
For further informaiton, contact Sondra Jacobs: 216-397-1481 or sondrajacobs2011@gmail.com.
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